
FUNDAMENTAL CLIENT SIDE PROGRAMMING

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the History and naming

 Learn about JavaScript is a scripting

Definition/Overview:

JavaScript: Java script is a scripting language widely used for client-side web development.

It was the originating dialect of the ECMAScript standard. It is a dynamic, weakly typed,

prototype-based language with first-class functions. JavaScript was influenced by many

languages and was designed to look like Java, but be easier for non-programmers to work

with.

Although best known for its use in websites (as client-side JavaScript), JavaScript is also

used to enable scripting access to objects embedded in other applications (see below).

JavaScript, despite the name, is essentially unrelated to the Java programming language,

although both have the common C syntax, and JavaScript copies many Java names and

naming conventions. The language's name is the result of a co-marketing deal between

Netscape and Sun, in exchange for Netscape bundling Sun's Java runtime with their then-

dominant browser. The key design principles within JavaScript are inherited from the Self

and Scheme programming languages.

Key Points:

1.0 History and naming

JavaScript was originally developed by Brendan Eich of Netscape under the name Mocha,

which was later renamed to LiveScript, and finally to JavaScript. The change of name from

LiveScript to JavaScript roughly coincided with Netscape adding support for Java technology

in its Netscape Navigator web browser. JavaScript was first introduced and deployed in the

Netscape browser version 2.0B3 in December 1995. The naming has caused confusion,

giving the impression that the language is a spin-off of Java, and it has been characterized by
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many as a marketing ploy by Netscape to give JavaScript the cachet of what was then the hot

new web-programming language.

Due to the widespread success of JavaScript as a client-side scripting language for web

pages, Microsoft developed a compatible dialect of the language, naming it JScriptto avoid

trademark issues. JScript added new date methods to fix the non-Y2K-friendly methods in

JavaScript, which were based on java.util.Date. JScript was included in Internet Explorer 3.0,

released in August 1996. The dialects are perceived to be so similar that the terms

"JavaScript" and "JScript" are often used interchangeably. Microsoft, however, notes dozens

of ways in which JScript is not ECMA compliant.

Netscape submitted JavaScript to Ecma International for standardization resulting in the

standardized version named ECMAScript.

The flexibility of JavaScript has made it one of the most popular programming languages on

the web and also one of the easier languages to learn. In regards to demographics, the

language is extremely widespread in Indiawith the United States, Russia and Ukraine also

using it as a staple in their online programming. As the web continues to expand, the use of

JavaScript looks like it will become more popular especially in Europe and Asia.

1.1 Features

JavaScript supports all the structured programming syntax in C (e.g., if statements,

while loops, switch statements, etc.). One partial exception is scoping: C-style block-

level scoping is not supported. JavaScript 1.7, however, supports block-level scoping

with the let keyword. Like C, JavaScript makes a distinction between expressions and

statements.

As in most scripting languages, types are associated with values, not variables. For

example, a variable x could be bound to a number, then later rebound to a string.

JavaScript supports various ways to test the type of an object, including duck typing.

Objects as associative arrays

JavaScript is almost entirely object-based. Objects are associative arrays, augmented

with prototypes (see below). Object property names are associative array keys: obj.x

= 10 and obj["x"] = 10 are equivalent, the dot notation being merely syntactic sugar.
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Properties and their values can be added, changed, or deleted at run-time. The

properties of an object can also be enumerated via a for...in loop. JavaScript includes

aneval function that can execute statements provided as strings at run-time.

Topic : Introduction To Object-Oriented Programming

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about the Object-oriented programming

 Learn about the History

Definition/Overview:

Object-oriented programming (OOP): is a programming paradigm that uses "objects" and

their interactions to design applications and computer programs. Programming techniques

may include features such as encapsulation, modularity, polymorphism, and inheritance. It

was not commonly used in mainstream software application development until the early

1990s. Many modern programming languages now support OOP.

Key Points:

1. Object-oriented programming

Object-oriented programming can trace its roots to the 1960s. As hardware and software

became increasingly complex, quality was often compromised. Researchers studied ways to

maintain software quality and developed object-oriented programming in part to address

common problems by strongly emphasizing discrete, reusable units of programming logic.

The methodology focuses on data rather than processes, with programs composed of self-

sufficient modules (objects) each containing all the information needed to manipulate its own

data structure.
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The Simula programming language was the first to introduce the concepts underlying object-

oriented programming (objects, classes, subclasses, virtual methods, coroutines, garbage

collection, and discrete event simulation) as a superset of Algol. Simula was used for physical

modeling, such as models to study and improve the movement of ships and their content

through cargo ports. Smalltalk was the first programming language to be called "object-

oriented".

OOP may be seen as a collection of cooperating objects, as opposed to the more conventional

model, in which a program is seen as a list of tasks (subroutines) to perform. In OOP, each

object is capable of receiving messages, processing data, and sending messages to other

objects.

Each object can be viewed as an independent machine with a distinct role or responsibility.

The actions (or "operators") on the objects are closely associated with the object. For

example, the data structures tend to carry their own operators around with them (or at least

"inherit" them from a similar object or class). The conventional approach tends to consider

data and behavior separately.

1.1 History

The concept of objects and instances in computing had its first major breakthrough

with the PDP-1 system at MIT which was probably the earliest example of capability

based architecture. Another early example was Sketchpad made by Ivan Sutherland in

1963; however, this was an application and not a programming paradigm. Objects as

programming entities were introduced in the 1960s in Simula 67, a programming

language designed for making simulations, created by Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen

Nygaard of the NorwegianComputing Centerin Oslo. (They were working on ship

simulations, and were confounded by the combinatorial explosion of how the different

attributes from different ships could affect one another. The idea occurred to group

the different types of ships into different classes of objects, each class of objects being

responsible for defining its own data and behavior.) Such an approach was a simple

extrapolation of concepts earlier used in analog programming. On analog computers,

mapping from real-world phenomena/objects to analog phenomena/objects (and

conversely), was (and is) called 'simulation'. Simula not only introduced the notion of

classes, but also of instances of classes, which is probably the first explicit use of
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those notions. The ideas of Simula 67 influenced many later languages, especially

Smalltalk and derivatives of Lisp and Pascal.

The Smalltalk language, which was developed at Xerox PARC in the 1970s,

introduced the term object-oriented programming to represent the pervasive use of

objects and messages as the basis for computation. Smalltalk creators were influenced

by the ideas introduced in Simula 67, but Smalltalk was designed to be a fully

dynamic system in which classes could be created and modified dynamically rather

than statically as in Simula 67. Smalltalk and with it OOP were introduced to a wider

audience by the August 1981 issue of Byte magazine.

In the 1970s, Kay's Smalltalk work had influenced the Lisp community to incorporate

object-based techniques which were introduced to developers via the Lisp machine. In

the 1980s, there were a few attempts to design processor architectures which included

hardware support for objects in memory but these were not successful. Examples

include the Intel iAPX 432 and the Linn Smart Rekursiv.

Object-oriented programming developed as the dominant programming methodology

during the mid-1990s, largely due to the influence of C++. Its dominance was further

enhanced by the rising popularity of graphical user interfaces, for which object-

oriented programming seems to be well-suited. An example of a closely related

dynamic GUI library and OOP language can be found in the Cocoaframeworks on

Mac OS X, written in Objective C, an object-oriented, dynamic messaging extension

to C based on Smalltalk. OOP toolkits also enhanced the popularity of event-driven

programming (although this concept is not limited to OOP). Some feel that

association with GUIs (real or perceived) was what propelled OOP into the

programming mainstream.

At ETH Zrich, Niklaus Wirth and his colleagues had also been investigating such

topics as data abstraction and modular programming. Modula-2 included both, and

their succeeding design, Oberon, included a distinctive approach to object orientation,

classes, and such. The approach is unlike Smalltalk, and very unlike C++.

Object-oriented features have been added to many existing languages during that

time, includingAda, BASIC, Fortran, Pascal, and others. Adding these features to
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languages that were not initially designed for them often led to problems with

compatibility and maintainability of code.

In the past decade Java has emerged in wide use partially because of its similarity to C

and to C++, but perhaps more importantly because of its implementation using a

virtual machine that is intended to run code unchanged on many different platforms.

This last feature has made it very attractive to larger development shops with

heterogeneous environments. Microsoft's .NET initiative has a similar objective and

includes/supports several new languages, or variants of older ones, and also uses the

idea of a virtual machine, which enables it to run on other platforms besides

Microsoft's (one implementation for Linux and Mac OS X being the Mono Project).

More recently, a number of languages have emerged that are primarily object-oriented

yet compatible with procedural methodology, such as Python and Ruby. Probably the

most commercially important recent object-oriented languages are Visual Basic .NET

(VB.NET) and C#, both designed for Microsoft's .NET platform, and Java, developed

by Sun Microsystems. VB.NET and C# both support cross-language inheritance,

allowing classes defined in one language to subclass classes defined in the other

language.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Understanding The Javascript Object Model

Working With Variables

Topic : Understanding The Javascript Object Model

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Learn the properties of objects
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 Understanding Outside the web

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The properties of objects in general, in a specific computer programming

language, technology, notation or methodology that uses them. For example, the Java object

model, the COM objects model, or the object model of OMT. Such object models are usually

defined using concepts such as class, message, inheritance, polymorphism, and

encapsulation. There is an extensive literature on formalized object models as a subset of the

formal semantics of programming languages.

A collection of objects or classes through which a program can examine and manipulate some

specific parts of its world. In other words, the object-oriented interface to some service or

system. Such an interface is said to be the object model of the represented service or system.

For example, the Document Object Model (DOM) is a collection of objects that represent a

page in a web browser, used by script programs to examine and dynamically change the page.

There is a Microsoft Excel object model for controlling Microsoft Excel from another

program, and the ASCOM Telescope Driveris an object model for controlling an

astronomical telescope.

Key Points:

1. Objects and Properties

A JavaScript object has properties associated with it. You access the properties of an object

with a simple notation:

objectName.propertyName

Both the object name and property name are case sensitive. You define a property by

assigning it a value. For example, suppose there is an object named myCar (we'll discuss how

to create objects later-for now, just assume the object already exists). You can give it

properties named make, model, and year as follows:

myCar.make = "Ford"

myCar.model = "Mustang"

myCar.year = 69;

An array is an ordered set of values associated with a single variable name. Properties and

arrays in JavaScript are intimately related; in fact, they are different interfaces to the same
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data structure. So, for example, you could access the properties of the myCarobject described

above as follows:

myCar[&quote;make&quote;] = &quote;Ford&quote;;

myCar[&quote;model&quote;] = &quote;Mustang&quote;;

myCar[&quote;year&quote;] = 67;

Equivalently, each of these elements can be accessed by its index, as follows:

myCar[0] = &quote;Ford&quote;;

myCar[1] = &quote;Mustang&quote;;

myCar[2] = 67;

This type of an array is known as an associative array, because each index element is also

associated with a string value. To illustrate how this works, the following function displays

the properties of the object, when you pass the object and the object's name as arguments to

the function:

function show_props(obj, obj_name) {

var result = ""

for (var i in obj)

result += obj_name + &quot." + i + " = " + obj[i] + "\n"

return result;

}

So, the function call show_props(myCar, &quotmyCar") would return the following:

myCar.make = Ford

myCar.model = Mustang

myCar.year = 67

2. Functions and Methods

Functions are one of the fundamental building blocks in JavaScript. A function is a

JavaScript procedure--a set of statments that performs a specific task.

A function definition consists of the function keyword, followed by

 the name of the function

 a list of parameters to the function, enclosed in parentheses, and separated by commas

 the JavaScript statements that define the function, enclosed in curly braces, {...}
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In a Navigator application, you can use any functions defined in the current page. It is

generally a good idea to define all your functions in the HEAD of a page. When a user loads

the page, the functions will then be loaded first.

The statements in a function can include other function calls defined for the current

application.

For example, here is the definition of a simple function named pretty_print:

function pretty_print(string) {

document.write("<HR><P>" + string)

}

This function takes a string as its argument, adds some HTML tags to it using the

concatenation operator (+), then displays the result to the current document.

Defining a function does not execute it. You have to call the function for it to do its work. For

example, you could call the pretty_print function as follows:

<SCRIPT>

pretty_print("This is some text to display")

</SCRIPT>

The parameters of a function are not limited to just strings and numbers. You can pass whole

objects to a function, too. The show_props function from the previous section is an example

of a function that takes an object as an argument.

A function can even be recursive, that is, it can call itself. For example, here is a function that

computes factorials:

function factorial(n) {

if ((n == 0) || (n == 1))

return 1

else {

result = (n * factorial(n-1) )

return result

}

}

You could call this function with an argument of one through five inside a loop as follows:

for (x = 0; x < 5; x++) {

document.write(x, " factorial is ", factorial(x))
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document.write("

")

}

The results would be:

0 factorial is 1

1 factorial is 1

2 factorial is 2

3 factorial is 6

4 factorial is 24

5 factorial is 120

3. Methods

A method is a function associated with an object. You define a method in the same way as

you define a standard function. Then, use the following syntax to associate the function with

an existing object:

object.methodname = function_name

where object is an existing object, methodname is the name you are assigning to the method,

and function_name is the name of the function.

You can then call the method in the context of the object as follows:

object.methodname(params);

4. Using this for Object References

JavaScript has a special keyword, this, that you can use to refer to the current object. For

example, suppose you have a function called validate that validates an object's value

property, given the object, and the high and low values:

function validate(obj, lowval, hival) {

if ((obj.value < lowval) || (obj.value > hival))

alert("Invalid Value!")

}

Then, you could call validate in each form element's onChange event handler, using thisto

pass it the form element, as in the following example:
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<INPUT TYPE = "text" NAME = "age" SIZE = 3 onChange="validate(this, 18, 99)">

In general, in a method this refers to the calling object.

5. Creating New Objects

Both client and server JavaScript have a number of predefined objects. In addition, you can

create your own objects. Creating your own object requires two steps:

 Define the object type by writing a function.

 Create an instance of the object with new.

To define an object type, create a function for the object type that specifies its name, and its

properties and methods. For example, suppose you want to create an object type for cars. You

want this type of object to be called car, and you want it to have properties for make, model,

year, and color. To do this, you would write the following function:

function car(make, model, year) {

this.make = make;

this.model = model;

this.year = year;

}

Notice the use of thisto assign values to the object's properties based on the values passed to

the function.

Now you can create an object called mycaras follows:

mycar = new car("Eagle", "Talon TSi", 1993);

This statement creates mycarand assigns it the specified values for its properties. Then the

value of mycar.makeis the string "Eagle", mycar.year is the integer 1993, and so on.

You can create any number of car objects by calls to new. For example,

kenscar = new car("Nissan", "300ZX", 1992)

An object can have a property that is itself another object. For example, suppose I define an

object called person as follows:

function person(name, age, sex) {

this.name = name;

this.age = age;

this.sex = sex;

}

And then instantiate two new person objects as follows:
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rand = new person("Rand McNally", 33, "M")

ken = new person("Ken Jones", 39, "M")

Then we can rewrite the definition of car to include an owner property that takes a person

object, as follows:

function car(make, model, year, owner) {

this.make = make;

this.model = model;

this.year = year;

this.owner = owner;

}

To instantiate the new objects, you then use the following:

car1 = new car("Eagle", "Talon TSi", 1993, rand);

car2 = new car("Nissan", "300ZX", 1992, ken)

Notice that instead of passing a literal string or integer value when creating the new objects,

the above statements pass the objects rand and ken as the parameters for the owners. Then if

you want to find out the name of the owner of car2, you can access the following property:

car2.owner.name

Note that you can always add a property to a previously defined object. For example, the

statement:

car1.color = "black"

adds a property color to car1, and assigns it a value of "black". However, this does not affect

any other objects. To add the new property to all objects of the same type, you have to add

the property to the definition of the carobject type.

6. Defining Methods

You can define methods for an object type by including a method defnition in the object type

definition. For example, suppose you have a set of image GIF files, and you want to define a

method that displays the information for the cars, along with the corresponding image. You

could define a function such as:

function displayCar() {

var result = "A Beautiful " + this.year

+ " " + this.make + " " + this.model;

pretty_print(result)
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}

where pretty_printis the previously defined function to display a string. Notice the use of this

to refer to the object to which the method belongs.

You can make this functiona method of car by adding the statement

this.displayCar = displayCar;

to the object definition. So, the full definition of car would now look like:

function car(make, model, year, owner) {

this.make = make;

this.model = model;

this.year = year;

this.owner = owner;

this.displayCar = displayCar;

}

Then you can call this new method as follows:

car1.displayCar()

car2.displayCar()

Topic : Working With Variables

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Declare a variable

 The Java programming language

 Use Newer versions

 The client-side web development framework

Definition/Overview:
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Variable: is a symbol that stands for a value that may vary; the term usually occurs in

opposition to constant, which is a symbol for a non-varying value, i.e. completely fixed or

fixed in the context of use.

Variables can also take on non-numerical values. In a spreadsheet, the variable

lastnamemight stand for a customer's last name. The concepts of constants and variables are

basic to all modern mathematics, science, engineering, and computer programming.

In this topic, you will explore how variables are created and how they can be used to store

and manipulate a wide variety of information. During this process, you will learn about the

basic types of data that can be stored within a variable and several basic methods for

manipulating variable values. The major sections in this topic are described below:

Key Points:

1. Dependence on other variables

Mathematics, the sciences, and non-imperative forms of programming such as pure

functional programming or logical programming take a more abstract view: varying doesn't

mean change, but rather, dependence on the values of other variables in the expression in

which the variable occurs, or dependence of the value of the expression on that of the

variable.

In the expression from physics E = m c2, E and m are variables, while c is a constant, since it

describes how the value of E and m depend on each other in general, while that of c is fixed.

In another example from physics, the ideal gas law, PV = nRT, describes the relationship

between volume V, pressure P and temperature in Kelvin T; here, n is a constant, but we can

hold any of the variables fixed as well in order to describe how the remaining vary with each

other.

In mathematics, in the theory of polynomials, a second-order polynomial is generally denoted

as ax2 + bx + c, where a, b and c are called constants while x is called a variable, since what

is usually being studied is how the value of the whole varies as a function of the value of x,

for given values of a, b and c.
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In statistics, a random variable is the varying value upon which a statistical quantity is

assumed to depend according to a specific function, e.g. a probability distribution.

1.1 Notation for variables

In mathematics, single-symbol names for variables are the norm, with x, y, z, and t

being most common; constants are usually denoted as a, b, c. In written mathematics,

variables and constants are usually set in an italic typeface. Specific branches and

applications of mathematics usually have specific naming conventions for variables.

Variables with similar roles or meanings are often assigned consecutive letters. For

example, the three axes in 3D coordinate space are conventionally called x, y, and z,

while random variables in statistics are usually named X, Y, Z. In physics, the names

of variables are largely determined by the physical quantity they describe, but various

naming conventions exist.

A convention sometimes followed in statistics is to use X, Y, Z for the names of

random variables, with these being replaced by x, y, z for observations or sample

outcomes of those random variabes. Another convention sometimes used in statistics

is to denote population values of particular statistics by lower (or upper) case greek

letters, with sample-based estimates of those quantities being denoted by the

corresponding lower (or upper) case letters from the ordinary alphabet.

In computer programming and other computer applications, variables and constants

commonly take multiple-character names, e.g. COST or total. Single-character names

are most commonly used for auxiliary variables; typically, i, j, k for integer variables,

and x, y, z for real-valued ones

o The Java programming language, in version SE 6 (JDK 1.6), introduced the

javax.script package, including a JavaScript implementation based on Mozilla

Rhino. Thus, Java applications can host scripts that access the application's

variables and objects, much like web browsers host scripts that access the

browser's Document Object Model (DOM) for a webpage.

o Newer versions of the Qt C++ toolkit include a QtScript module to interpret

JavaScript, analogous to javax.script.
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o The interactive music signal processing software Max/MSP released by Cycling

'74, offers a JavaScript model of its environment for use by developers. It

allows much more precise control than the default GUI-centric programming

model.

o Late Night Software's JavaScript OSA (aka JavaScript for OSA, or JSOSA), is a

freeware alternative to AppleScript for Mac OS X. It is based on the Mozilla

1.5 JavaScript implementation, with the addition of a MacOSobject for

interaction with the operating system and third-party applications.

o ECMAScript was included in the VRML97 standard for scripting nodes of

VRML scene description files.

o Some high-end Philips universal remote panels, including TSU9600 and

TSU9400, can be scripted using JavaScript.

o Sphere is an open source and cross platform computer program designed

primarily to make role-playing games that use JavaScript as a scripting

language.

o Adobe Integrated Runtime is a JavaScript runtime that allows developers to

create desktop applications.

o OpenOffice.org office application suite allows for JavaScript as one of its

scripting languages.

o Applications on the social network platform OpenSocial are implemented in

JavaScript.

o The client-side web development framework OpenLaszlo uses Javascript.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Using Pop-Up Windows

Working With If Statements
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Topic : Using Pop-Up Windows

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Create Pop-up windows

 Control Visual Summary

 Use the Pop-up ads or pop-ups

Definition/Overview:

Pop-up windows: Is simply browser windows created in JavaScript. Using the open ()

method and turning various features of the browser window on or off, you can create pop-up

windows for virtually any purpose.

The major sections in this topic are:

 Visual Summary is a very brief introduction to the basic characteristics of a pop-up window.

 Creating Window Objects with JavaScript demonstrates how to create a pop-up window with

an external URL using an absolute reference, how to load a local file into the pop-up window

using a relative URL, how to create a pop-up window to display a local file, and how to name

a window object so you can further manipulate the object in JavaScript.

 Controlling Features of the Browser Window demonstrates how to control various attributes

of pop-up windows by manipulating the features parameter of the open() method.

 Using the window.close () Method teaches students how to use JavaScript to close pop-up

windows.

Key Points:

1. Pop-up ads or pop-ups

Pop-up ads or pop-ups are a form of online advertising on the WWW World Wide Web

intended to attract web traffic or capture email addresses. It works when certain web sites

open a new web browser window to display advertisements. The pop-up window containing
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an advertisement is usually generated by JavaScript, but can be generated by other means as

well.

A variation on the pop-up window is the pop-under advertisement, which opens a new

browser window hidden under the active window. Pop-unders do not interrupt the user

immediately and are not seen until the covering window is closed, making it more difficult to

determine which web site opened them.

Opera was the first major browser to incorporate tools to block pop-up ads; the Mozilla

browser later improved on this by blocking only pop-ups generated as the page loads. In the

early 2000s, all major web browsers except Internet Explorer allowed the user to block

unwanted pop-ups almost completely. In 2004, Microsoft released Windows XP SP2, which

added pop-up blocking to Internet Explorer.

Most modern browsers come with pop-up blocking tools; third-party tools tend to include

other features such as ad filtering.

 Certain types of downloaded content, such as images, free music, and others, can cause pop

ups, especially pornographic sites pop ups. Also the pop ups will sometimes look like

ordinary web pages, and the name of the site will show up in a search bar. Many websites use

pop-ups to display information without disrupting the page currently open. For example, if

you were to fill in a form on a web page and needed extra guidance, a pop-up would give you

extra information without causing loss of any information already entered into the form. Most

pop-up blockers will allow this kind of pop-up. However, some will reload the page, causing

loss of any information that had been entered.

 Some web based installers, such as that used by McAfee, use a pop-up to install software.

 On many internet browsers, holding down the ctrl key while clicking a link will allow it to

bypass the popup filter.

 Advertisers continually seek ways to circumvent such restrictions. For example, some pop-up

ads are generated using Adobe Flash. Since pop-up blockers only blocked the JavaScript

method, the Flash method would bypass the pop-up blocker.

 A combination of a banner ad and a popup window is the "hover ad", which uses DHTML to

appear in front of the browser screen. With the use of JavaScript, an advertisement can be

superimposed over a webpage in a transparent layer. This advertisement can appear as almost

anything the author of the advertisement wants. For example, an advertisement can contain a
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Adobe Flash animation linking to the advertiser's site. An advertisement can also look like a

regular window. Because the advertisement is a part of the web page, it cannot be blocked

with third-party ad blockers such as Adblock or by using custom style sheets. DHTML ads

can be very CPU intensive, sometimes bogging down older computers to the point of

unusability.

 Pop-under ads are similar to pop-up ads, but the ad window appears hidden behind the main

browser window rather than superimposed in front of it. As pop-up ads became widespread,

many users learned to immediately close the popup ads that appeared over a site without

looking at them. Pop-under ads do not immediately impede a user's ability to view the site

content, and thus usually remain unnoticed until the main browser window is closed, leaving

the user's attention free for the advertisement. Pop-under ads were first introduced by

ExitExchange corporation in 1999. ExitExchange.com filed for the patent in 2000 on pop-

under advertising. After years of controversy and numerous articles on the pop-under patent

(see references), the patent was awarded by the United States Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) in April and June of 2008. The respective patent numbers are 7,386,555 &

7,353,229. This first patent 7,386,555 is related to the method of opening a pop-under ad

from a toolbar or software application on a computing device, and the 7,353,229 patent

covers the method used to open pop-unders from an embedded script found within a media

file (e.g. javascript code found in a web page). Such methods are used by thousands of

advertisers on the Internet. The pop-under ad is the first Interactive Advertising Bureau ad

unit to have received a patented status. Although the pop-under ad is ubiquitous with

annoying methodologies it still is used by major publishers such as CNN.com and Wall Street

Journal.

 A popup generator is a computer application used to design, produce, store, install and

maintain popup advertisements. Popup generators vary from simple ones that generate

blockable old-style annoying popups, to complex and sophisticated applications, used to

develop feature rich popup ads and hover ad windows.

 Users of websites and web applications routinely experience unwanted pop up ads through

the course of their normal interaction with a web browser. Ordinarily users respond by

dismissing the pop-up through the "close" or "cancel" feature of the window hosting the pop-

up. Because this is a typical response, some authors of pop-up advertising depend on this, and

create on-screen buttons or controls that look similar to a "close" or "cancel" option. When

the user chooses one of these "simulated cancel" options, however, the button performs an
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unexpected or unauthorized action (such as opening a new pop-up, or running unauthorized

commands on the user's system).

 Because the technologies for web development and design allow an author to draw any kind

of "simulated" cancel option imaginable, some users refuse to click on or interact with any

item inside a pop-up window whatsoever.

Topic : Working With If Statements

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 The IF statement

 Use if statements

 0 If-Then (-Else)

 React to user choices

Definition/Overview:

The IF statement: is one of the most important coding statements used for decision and

repetition blocks. In this you will explore basic decision statements using IF statements. They

will work with comparison and logical operators, and finally they will learn how to nest

decision statements within one another to provide additional complexity in their code. If

Statements and Mathematical Values introduces students to the syntax of the IF statements

and demonstrates the functionality of the comparison operators in conjunction with the IF

statements.

Comparing String Values demonstrates how the comparison of string values is used in

decision statements.

Working with Logical Operators introduces you to logical operators, as comparison operators

that compare Boolean values, and shows the way these operators are used in decision

statements.
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Creating Complex Decision Statements demonstrates how you can create complex decision

statements using nested if statements.

Key Points:

1. If-Then (-Else)

The if-then construct (sometimes called if-then-else) is common across many programming

languages. Although the syntax varies quite a bit from language to language, the basic

structure (in pseudocode form) looks like this:

If (condition) Then

(Statements)

Else

(Statements)

End If

When an interpreter finds an If, it expects a Boolean condition - for example, x > 0, which

means "the variable x contains a number that is greater than zero" - and evaluates that

condition. If the condition is true, the statement block following the Then is executed.

Otherwise, the execution continues in the following block - either in the Else block (which is

usually optional), or if there is no Else block, then after the End If.

After either the block after the Then or the block after the Else has been executed, control

returns to the point after the End If.

In early programming languages - and in particular, in some dialects of BASIC in the 1980s -

an if-then statement could only contain GOTO statements. This led to a hard-to-read style of

programming known as spaghetti programming. As a result, structured programming, which

allowed (virtually) arbitrary statements to be put in statement blocks inside an if statement,

gained in popularity, until it became the norm.
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1.1 Else If parts

By using Else If, it is possible to combine several conditions. Only the statements

following the first condition that is found to be true will be executed. All other

statements will be skipped. The statements of the final Else will be executed if none

of the conditions are true. This example is written in the Ada programming language:

if condition then

-- statements;

elseif condition then

-- more statements;

elseif condition then

-- more statements;

...

else condition then

-- other statements;

end if;

Elseif, in Ada, is simply syntactic sugar for else followed by if. In Ada, the difference

is that only one end if is needed, if one uses elseif instead of else followed by if.

In some other languages, such as C and Java, else if literally just means else followed

by if - so no syntactic sugar is needed or provided. This works since when an else is

followed by one statement (in this case the if), it doesn't need any braces.

In Python, there is a special keyword elif for this because Python uses indent to

indicate structure, so if you only used else and if, then you would need to keep

increasing the indent at every condition. In Perl, there is a special keyword elsif for
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this because braces are required for if and else, so if you only used else and if, then

you would need to keep adding braces.

Many languages support if expressions, which are similar to if statements, but return a

value as a result. Thus, they are true expressions (which evaluate to a value), not

statements (which just perform an action).

In C and C-like languages conditional expressions take the form of a ternary operator

called the conditional expression operator, ?:, which follows this template:

(Condition)? (evaluate if condition was true):(evaluate if condition was false)

This means that conditions can be inlined into expressions, unlike with if statements,

as shown here using C syntax:

//Invalid

my_variable = if(x > 10) { "foo" } else { "bar" };

//Valid

my_variable = (x > 10)?"foo":"bar";

To accomplish the same as the second (correct) line above, using a standard if/else

statement, this would take more than one line of code (under standard layout

conventions):

if (x > 10) {

my_variable = 'foo';

}

else {

my_variable = 'bar';

}
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In Visual Basic and some other languages, a function called IIf is provided, which can

be used as a conditional expression. However, it does not behave like a true

conditional expression, because both the true and false branches are always evaluated;

it is just that the result of one of them is thrown away, while the result of the other is

returned by the IIf function.

In Haskell 98, there is only if expression, no if statement, and the else part is

compulsory, as every expression must have some value. Logic that would be

expressed with conditionals in other languages is usually expressed with pattern

matching in recursive functions.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Understanding Functions

Reacting To Events

Topic : Understanding Functions

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Use a simple function

 Pass info JavaScript functions

 Return information from a function

 Use a Java programs

Definition/Overview:

JavaScript functions: This topic covers the very important topics of JavaScript functions

(how to create, place, and call a function, how to pass information to a function and how to

return information from a function). The topic of local and global variables is also covered, as

well as creating and using custom objects and manipulating those properties.
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Key Points:

1. Functional

1.1 first-class functions

Functions are first-class; they are objects themselves. As such, they have properties

and can be passed around and interacted with like any other object.

inner functions and closures

Inner functions (functions defined within other functions) are created each time the

outer function is invoked, and variables of the outer functions for that invocation

continue to exist as long as the inner functions still exist, even after that invocation is

finished (e.g. if the inner function was returned, it still has access to the outer

function's variables) this is the mechanism behind closures within JavaScript.

1.2 Prototype-based

JavaScript uses prototypes instead of classes for defining object properties, including

methods, and inheritance. It is possible to simulate many class-based features with

prototypes in JavaScript.

1.3 functions as object constructors

Functions double as object constructors along with their typical role. Prefixing a

function call with new creates a new object and calls that function with its local this

keyword bound to that object for that invocation. The function's prototype property

determines the new object's prototype.

1.4 functions as methods

Unlike many object-oriented languages, there is no distinction between a function

definition and a method definition. Rather, the distinction occurs during function

calling; a function can be called as a method. When a function is invoked as a method

of an object, the function's local this keyword is bound to that object for that

invocation.
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1.5 run-time environment

JavaScript typically relies on a run-time environment (e.g. in a web browser) to

provide objects and methods by which scripts can interact with "the outside world".

(This is not a language feature per se, but it is common in most JavaScript

implementations.)

1.6 Variadicfunctions

An indefinite number of parameters can be passed to a function. The function can

both access them through formal parameters and the local arguments object.

1.7 array and object literals

Like many scripting languages, arrays and objects (associative arrays in other

languages) can each be created with succinct shortcut syntax. In fact, these literals

form the basis of the JSON data format.

1.8 Regular expressions

JavaScript also supports regular expressions in a manner similar to Perl, which

provide a concise and powerful syntax for text manipulation that is more sophisticated

than the built-in string functions.

o In some programming languages, the main function is where a program starts

execution.

o It is generally the first user-written function run when a program starts (some

system-specific software generally runs before the main function), though

some languages (notably C++ with global objects that have constructors) can

execute user-written functions before main runs. The main function usually

organizes at a high level the functionality of the rest of the program. The main

function typically has access to the command arguments given to the program

at the command line interface.

o Java programs start executing at the main method, which has the following

method heading:
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o public static void main(String[] args)

o public static void main(String... args)

o Command-line arguments are passed in args. As in C and C++, the name "main"

is special. Java's main methods do not return a value directly, but one can be

passed by using the System.exit () function.

o Unlike C, the name of the program is not included in args, because the name of

the program is exactly the name of the class that contains the main method

called, so it is already known.

o In Pascal, the main procedure is the only unnamed procedure in the program.

Because Pascal programs have the procedures and functions in a more

rigorous top-down order than C, C++ or Java programs, the main procedure is

usually the last procedure in the program. Pascal does not have a special

meaning for the name "main" or any similar name.

program Hello;

procedure HelloWorld;

begin

writeln('Hello, world!')

end;

begin

HelloWorld

end.
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Topic : Reacting To Events

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Use events

 Event-driven programs

 Detect keyboard events

 Utilize two pseudocode versions

Definition/Overview:

In this topic, you will explore how event handlers are used. You will study the most common

event handlers and learn how to integrate them into HTML documents. You will also learn

how to use event handlers in JavaScript without using HTML attributes.

Key Points:

1. Event-driven programming

In computer programming, event-driven programming or event-based programming is a

programming paradigm in which the flow of the program is determined by events i.e., sensor

outputs or user actions (mouse clicks, key presses) or messages from other programs or

threads. Event-driven programming can also be defined as an application architecture

technique in which the application has a main loop which is clearly divided down to two

sections: the first is event selection (or event detection), and the second is event handling. In

embedded systems the same may be achieved using interrupts instead of a constantly running

main loop; in that case the former portion of the architecture resides completely in hardware.

Event-driven programs can be written in any language, although the task is easier in

languages that provide high-level abstractions, such as closures. Some integrated

development environments provide code generation assistants that automate the most

repetitive tasks required for event handling.
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 In computer programming, event-driven programming or event-based programming is a

programming paradigm in which the flow of the program is determined by events i.e., sensor

outputs or user actions (mouse clicks, key presses) or messages from other programs or

threads.

 Event-driven programming can also be defined as an application architecture technique in

which the application has a main loop which is clearly divided down to two sections: the first

is event selection (or event detection), and the second is event handling. In embedded systems

the same may be achieved using interrupts instead of a constantly running main loop; in that

case the former portion of the architecture resides completely in hardware.

 Event-driven programs can be written in any language, although the task is easier in

languages that provide high-level abstractions, such as closures. Some integrated

development environments provide code generation assistants that automate the most

repetitive tasks required for event handling.

 In contrast, in batch programming, the flow is determined by the programmer. Although

batch programming is the style taught in beginning programming classes, the more complex

event-driven programming is the standard architecture of modern interactive programs.

 Here are two pseudocode versions of a trivial program to add two numbers:

1.1 Binding event handlers

The second step is to bind event handlers to events, so that the correct function is

called when the event takes place.

Graphical editors combine the first two steps: double-click on a button, and the editor

creates an (empty) event handler associated with the user clicking the button and

opens a text window so you can edit the event handler.

The third step in developing an event-driven program is to write the main loop: a

function that checks for events, and then calls the matching event handler. Most

event-driven programming environments already provide this main loop, so it need

not be rewritten.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
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Exploring The Document Object

Exploring The Window Object

Topic : Exploring The Document Object

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Exploring the Document Object

 Use Element root

 Employ outputter.output

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In this topic, students will take a closer look at the Document Object Model

(DOM), describing key objects that exist within it as well as the primary methods and

properties of the document object. Students will be introduced to various new objects

belonging to the document object, such as the anchors object, links object and location object,

and will also interact with various properties and methods belonging to these objects.

Key Points:

1. JDOM

JDOM is an open source Java-based document object model for XML that was designed

specifically for the Java platform so that it can take advantage of its language features. JDOM

integrates with Document Object Model (DOM) and Simple API for XML (SAX), supports

XPath and XSLT. It uses external parsers to build documents. JDOM was developed by Jason

Hunter and Brett McLaughlin starting in March 2000. It has been part of the Java Community

Process as JSR 102, though that effort has since been abandoned. The name JDOM is a

pseudo-acronym for Java Document Object Model.
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1.1 Examples

Suppose the file "foo.xml" contains this XML document:

<shop name="shop for geeks" location="Tokyo, Japan">

<computer name="iBook" price="1200$" />

<comic_book name="Dragon Ball vol1" price="9$" />

<geekyness_of_shop price="priceless" />

</shop>

One can parse the XML file into a tree of Java objects with JDOM, like so:

SAXBuilder builder = new SAXBuilder();

Document doc = builder.build(new FileInputStream("foo.xml"));

Element root = doc.getRootElement();

// root.getName() is "shop"

// root.getAttributeValue("name") is "shop for geeks"

// root.getAttributeValue("location") is "Tokyo, Japan"

// root.getChildren() is a java.util.Listobject that contains 3 Element objects.

In case you don't want to create the document object from any file or any input

stream,you can create the document object against the element.

Element root = new Element("shop"); // here <shop></shop> is the root

Document doc = new Document(root);

As a converse, one can construct a tree of elements, then generate a XML file from

it,like:
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Element root = new Element("shop");

root.setAttribute("name", "shop for geeks");

root.setAttribute("location", "Tokyo, Japan");

Element item1 = new Element("computer");

item1.setAttribute("name", "iBook");

item1.setAttribute("price", "1200$");

root.addContent(item1);

// do the similar for other elements

XMLOutputter outputter = new XMLOutputter();

outputter.output(new Document(root), new FileOutputStream ("foo2.xml"));

Pop-up windows: Is simply browser windows created in JavaScript. Using the open ()

method and turning various features of the browser window on or off, you can create pop-up

windows for virtually any purpose.

The major sections in this topic are:

 Visual Summary is a very brief introduction to the basic characteristics of a pop-up window.

 Creating Window Objects with JavaScript demonstrates how to create a pop-up window with

an external URL using an absolute reference, how to load a local file into the pop-up window

using a relative URL, how to create a pop-up window to display a local file, and how to name

a window object so you can further manipulate the object in JavaScript.

 Controlling Features of the Browser Window demonstrates how to control various attributes

of pop-up windows by manipulating the features parameter of the open() method.

 Using the window.close () Method teaches students how to use JavaScript to close pop-up

windows.
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Key Points:

1. Pop-up ads or pop-ups

Pop-up ads or pop-ups are a form of online advertising on the WWW World Wide Web

intended to attract web traffic or capture email addresses. It works when certain web sites

open a new web browser window to display advertisements. The pop-up window containing

an advertisement is usually generated by JavaScript, but can be generated by other means as

well.

A variation on the pop-up window is the pop-under advertisement, which opens a new

browser window hidden under the active window. Pop-unders do not interrupt the user

immediately and are not seen until the covering window is closed, making it more difficult to

determine which web site opened them.

Opera was the first major browser to incorporate tools to block pop-up ads; the Mozilla

browser later improved on this by blocking only pop-ups generated as the page loads. In the

early 2000s, all major web browsers except Internet Explorer allowed the user to block

unwanted pop-ups almost completely. In 2004, Microsoft released Windows XP SP2, which

added pop-up blocking to Internet Explorer.

Most modern browsers come with pop-up blocking tools; third-party tools tend to include

other features such as ad filtering.

 Certain types of downloaded content, such as images, free music, and others, can cause pop

ups, especially pornographic sites pop ups. Also the pop ups will sometimes look like

ordinary web pages, and the name of the site will show up in a search bar. Many websites use

pop-ups to display information without disrupting the page currently open. For example, if

you were to fill in a form on a web page and needed extra guidance, a pop-up would give you

extra information without causing loss of any information already entered into the form. Most

pop-up blockers will allow this kind of pop-up. However, some will reload the page, causing

loss of any information that had been entered.

 Some web based installers, such as that used by McAfee, use a pop-up to install software.

 On many internet browsers, holding down the ctrl key while clicking a link will allow it to

bypass the popup filter.
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 Advertisers continually seek ways to circumvent such restrictions. For example, some pop-up

ads are generated using Adobe Flash. Since pop-up blockers only blocked the JavaScript

method, the Flash method would bypass the pop-up blocker.

 A combination of a banner ad and a popup window is the "hover ad", which uses DHTML to

appear in front of the browser screen. With the use of JavaScript, an advertisement can be

superimposed over a webpage in a transparent layer. This advertisement can appear as almost

anything the author of the advertisement wants. For example, an advertisement can contain a

Adobe Flash animation linking to the advertiser's site. An advertisement can also look like a

regular window. Because the advertisement is a part of the web page, it cannot be blocked

with third-party ad blockers such as Adblock or by using custom style sheets. DHTML ads

can be very CPU intensive, sometimes bogging down older computers to the point of

unusability.

 Pop-under ads are similar to pop-up ads, but the ad window appears hidden behind the main

browser window rather than superimposed in front of it. As pop-up ads became widespread,

many users learned to immediately close the popup ads that appeared over a site without

looking at them. Pop-under ads do not immediately impede a user's ability to view the site

content, and thus usually remain unnoticed until the main browser window is closed, leaving

the user's attention free for the advertisement. Pop-under ads were first introduced by

ExitExchange corporation in 1999. ExitExchange.com filed for the patent in 2000 on pop-

under advertising. After years of controversy and numerous articles on the pop-under patent

(see references), the patent was awarded by the United States Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) in April and June of 2008. The respective patent numbers are 7,386,555 &

7,353,229. This first patent 7,386,555 is related to the method of opening a pop-under ad

from a toolbar or software application on a computing device, and the 7,353,229 patent

covers the method used to open pop-unders from an embedded script found within a media

file (e.g. javascript code found in a web page). Such methods are used by thousands of

advertisers on the Internet. The pop-under ad is the first Interactive Advertising Bureau ad

unit to have received a patented status. Although the pop-under ad is ubiquitous with

annoying methodologies it still is used by major publishers such as CNN.com and Wall Street

Journal.

 A popup generator is a computer application used to design, produce, store, install and

maintain popup advertisements. Popup generators vary from simple ones that generate

blockable old-style annoying popups, to complex and sophisticated applications, used to

develop feature rich popup ads and hover ad windows.
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 Users of websites and web applications routinely experience unwanted pop up ads through

the course of their normal interaction with a web browser. Ordinarily users respond by

dismissing the pop-up through the "close" or "cancel" feature of the window hosting the pop-

up. Because this is a typical response, some authors of pop-up advertising depend on this, and

create on-screen buttons or controls that look similar to a "close" or "cancel" option. When

the user chooses one of these "simulated cancel" options, however, the button performs an

unexpected or unauthorized action (such as opening a new pop-up, or running unauthorized

commands on the user's system).

Because the technologies for web development and design allow an author to draw any kind

of "simulated" cancel option imaginable, some users refuse to click on or interact with any

item inside a pop-up window whatsoever.

Topic : Exploring The Window Object

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic the student will be able to:

 Implement the window object

 Use The Document Object Model (DOM)

 Legacy DOM Control scrolling

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In this topic, you will learn about the window object in greater depth. You will

study additional methods and properties of this object. Among other abilities, the material

presented in this project will allow you to resize windows, move windows, control the

browsers status bar, and manually control scrolling.
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Key Points:

1. The Document Object Model

The Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform- and language-independent standard

object model for representing HTML or XML documents as well as an Application

Programming Interface (API) for querying, traversing and manipulating such documents.

1.1 Legacy DOM

JavaScript was released by Netscape Communications in 1996 as part of Netscape

Navigator 2.0. Netscape's competitor, Microsoft released Internet Explorer 3.0 later

the same year with a port of JavaScript called JScript. JavaScript and JScriptenabled

web developers to create web pages with client-side interactivity. The limited

facilities for detecting user-generated events and modifying the HTML document in

the first generation of these languages eventually became known as "DOM Level 0"

or "Legacy DOM". No independent standard was developed for DOM Level 0, but it

was partly described in the specification of HTML4.

Legacy DOM was limited in the kinds of elements that could be accessed. Form, link

and image elements could be referenced with a hierarchical name that began with the

root document object. A hierarchical name could make use of either the names or the

sequential index of the traversed elements. For example, a form input element could

be accessed as either "document.formName.inputName" or

"document.forms.elements".

The Legacy DOM enabled client-side form validation and the popular "rollover"

effect.

In 1997, Netscape and Microsoft released version 4.0 of Netscape Navigator and

Internet Explorer, adding support for Dynamic HTML (DHTML), functionality

enabling changes to a loaded HTML document. DHTML required extensions to the

rudimentary document object that was available in the Legacy DOM

implementations. Although the Legacy DOM implementations were largely

compatible since JScriptwas based on JavaScript, the DHTML DOM extensions were
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developed in parallel by each browser maker and remained incompatible. These

versions of the DOM became known as the "Intermediate DOM."

The Intermediate DOMs enabled the manipulation of Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)

properties which influence the display of a document. They also provided access to a

new feature called "layers" via the "document.layers" property (Netscape Navigator)

and the "document.all" property (Internet Explorer). Because of the fundamental

incompatibilities in the Intermediate DOMs, cross-browser development required

special handling for each supported browser.

Subsequent versions of Netscape Navigator abandoned support for its Intermediate

DOM. Internet Explorer continues to support its Intermediate DOM for backwards

compatibility.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), founded in 1994 to promote open

standards for the World Wide Web, brought Netscape Communications and Microsoft

together with other companies to develop a standard for browser scripting languages,

called "ECMAScript". The first version of the standard was published in 1997.

Subsequent releases of JavaScript and JScriptwould implement the ECMAScript

standard for greater cross-browser compatibility.

After the release of ECMAScript, W3C began work on a standardized DOM. The

initial DOM standard, known as "DOM Level 1," was recommended by W3C in late

1998. About the same time, Internet Explorer 5.0 shipped with limited support for

DOM Level 1. DOM Level 1 provided a complete model for an entire HTML or

XML document, including means to change any portion of the document. Non-

conformant browsers such as Internet Explorer 4.x and Netscape 4.x were still widely

used as late as 2000.

DOM Level 2 was published in late 2000. It introduced the "getElementById"

function as well as an event model and support for XML namespaces and CSS. DOM

Level 3, the current release of the DOM specification, published in April 2004, added

support for XPath and keyboard event handling, as well as an interface for serializing

documents as XML. By 2005, large parts of W3C DOM were well-supported by

common ECMAScript-enabled browsers, including Microsoft Internet Explorer
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version 6 (2001), Gecko-based browsers (like Mozilla, Firefox and Camino),

Konqueror, Opera, and Safari.
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